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Up through the last time I gave teisho, I got to the part in the story where a monk asked

about  the so called  laymen  Shih Shih,  the  stone room monk who would thresh rice using a

machine in which he pushed down on pedals and the monk asked: when he moved his feet he

forgot  all  about  them,  "Where  did  his  feet  go?"  and Rinzai  answered:  "Drowned in a  deep

spring".  In other words, you can find his feet totally at rest at the bottom of a very deep spring.

To give a  concrete  and simple example  about  this  same activity;  it’s  as  if  you are walking

forward and the moment you lift up your left leg to walk forward already you are lifting up your

right leg too.  When you’re doing that activity everybody will forget all about “Where is my left

leg, where is my right leg?”  Everybody doesn’t really think about this, but if you’re a zazen

practitioner, and you sit carefully and contemplate this, then you will truly understand that at that

very moment of walking, you have forgotten all about your feet.  

What  does  Rinzai  really  mean  when  he  talks  about  a  "Drowned in  a  deep  spring"?

Everyone is manifesting that state of being drowned in a deep spring.  When you manifest the

state of being drowned in a deep spring you are manifesting the self that is no longer tied up at

all by things like beauty and ugliness, by things like pleasure and pain.  

People seem to think that it is very important to find salvation and they talk about finding

salvation a lot, but there really is no salvation different than this state of being drowned in a deep

spring that everybody has manifested.   

However if you fixate your "I am" and attach to that fixated "I am", then it becomes

nearly  impossible  to  manifest  this  self  that  drowns  in  a  deep  spring.   When  you  read  the

newspapers and such, you can often find people’s testimonials talking about their experience of

having found salvation.  However, it is in fact Tathagata Zen that teaches 1) what salvation really

is, and also that everyone has had these experiences of salvation.   

The thing about people though, is that  people tend to be greedy and selfish and self
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centered and therefore they have misconceptions  about  what salvation is.   For example they

think that salvation is to be saved by God.  If you are controlled by God or the Devil, then you

can’t find true salvation.  All you can be is someone who believes in God.   No matter how much

you may believe in God or have faith in God, if that God is always in opposition to a Devil, you

will find it nearly impossible to experience being saved.  True salvation is when you completely

forget yourself and everyone has experienced that.  That is the teaching of salvation in Tathagata

Zen.   You  don’t  get  saved  through  politics  and  you  don’t  get  saved  through  economics.

Everyone experiences salvation through that person, him or herself, bringing himself or herself

to salvation.  

Rinzai has just answered saying, "drowned in a deep spring", and then he volunteers even

more, he takes up that state of being drowned in a deep spring and he teaches about it more.

Everyone wants salvation.  How about that self who hopes for salvation?  Where did that self

come from and where is it bound to go?  This is when you have to really carefully investigate the

nature of that self that wants salvation.  Everybody seems to unquestioningly accept that his or

her self exists.  Maybe we can say that the reason for this is imperfect or incomplete systems of

education by which we were educated.

The self has appeared, the self has been born, but what activity was it that gave birth to

the self?  Most people would answer that question by simply saying the self was born through

the activity of its mother and father and in thinking that way, they’re thinking of mother and

father as fixated things.  But what if I ask you, how did the self appear when there was no mother

and no father?  Ordinarily everybody does this, they fixate mother and father and in the same

exact way, they fixate themselves.  This is the ordinary general, way of thinking.  In fact, over

and over again, in previous teishos I’ve told you this principle, this law of nature, of how the self

appears.  I’ve been talking about exactly what activity it is that births the self.  What I have been

telling you is that every single existence, whether it’s you or your mother and father or your

grandparents,  every single existent being has the same parents and those parents are the two

essential opposing functions of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, ‘Thus going and thus coming’.  If you

are the type of person that fixates mother and father and thinks that those fixated mother and
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father are your parents, it isn’t going to be very easy to understand the teachings of Buddhism.

In any case, no matter where you start from, the teaching of Buddhism says that you have to find

some way to recognize that your true parents are activities called "thus going and thus coming".

It isn’t according to Buddhism that just human beings have tatha-gata and tatha-agata as their

parents, animals also do and birds and fish and insects and plants, every thing has these same two

parents.  

Buddhism further teaches, as I have told you so many times before, that every single

existence is also the same in that when it is first born, no existence has ever been born complete

or perfect.  Everything is born incomplete, why?  In order to understand why, we have to look

carefully at the activity that births this incomplete self. And we have so see that the self is born

because the entire power of tatha-gata gives one-hundred millionth of himself  and the entire

power of tatha-agata gives one-hundred millionth of herself.  And it is those two small parts of

tatha-gata and tatha-agata coming together that is the first manifestation of a self.  

If we see this process in order to make it easier to understand in human terms, we can say

that the being called tatha-gata gives one drop of his blood and the being called tatha-agata gives

one drop of her blood and receiving those two drops of blood simultaneously the child is born.

Nowadays in our scientific age, people might look back on the 2,500 hundred-year-old teachings

of Buddhism and say that Buddhism had a very imperfect way of explaining things way back

then before science.   On the other hand, I  think it’s  fair  to say that  no scientist  has looked

carefully at this principle explained in Buddhism and said that the Buddhist way to  explain birth

or manifestation or appearance is wrong.  Some people love to argue.  They love to throw out

their  farty arguments, trivial  quibbles, and you can’t do anything with those people,  but real

scientists have never criticized Buddhism in this fundamental way.  

The imperfect self is the self that has incomplete amounts of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

We could also simply called these two essential  functions "plus and minus", but what is the

perfect self?  According to Tathagata Zen, the complete self is the self that has made all of plus

and minus its content.  This is very difficult to understand or to do.  You can understand that the

complete perfect self is manifest when it makes all of plus and minus its content, but no matter
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how you try to really clearly think about that you can’t really get your mind around it.  You can’t

really form it through thought.  

The  founder  of  Buddhism,  Shakyamuni,  when  he  taught  about  these  two  essential

functions of plus and minus said, first these two functions are acting simultaneously, but one

activity  is  leading and the other  activity  is  following.   When the plus  activity  is  taking the

initiative then the minus activity is simultaneously acting but she is acting following the plus

activity.   The  reason  why  Tathagata  Zen  teaches  about  the  activity  of  these  two  essential

functions so carefully in such detail is because people naturally have many questions about it,

many doubts.  Buddhism says that it is absolutely necessary to find a way to recognize these two

activities and further that everybody from their own experience knows that it is inevitable that

the  two activities  meet  each  other.   Buddhism also further  teaches  why it  is  that  these two

essential opposing activities must meet each other.  

Buddhism says that the reason why the two essential functions inevitably meet each other

is because they are living in the same place, they are taking the same exact one shared place as

their home.  And when they meet, they don’t stop having met.  They never fixate that meeting.

They break through meeting each other, and when they break through, the tatha-gata, going, plus

activity, will now be in the world of his opposite, the minus tatha-agata activity experiencing her

world.  Similarly minus breaks through the meeting and now is doing the activity of experiencing

the world of plus.  This is important!  This is what you should be contemplating!  This is what

zazen means, to take this principle and contemplate it when you sit zazen.  If you can’t do this

kind of contemplation of course Zen practice is going to be very difficult for you.  

Provisionally,  Buddhism  as  a  way  of  teaching  asks  us  to  give  the  plus  and  minus

functions a character, a personage and when we do that, when we personify the activities we can

see that when they meet each other, they will have a conversation and ask each other “Where

have you come from?”  And continuing in this provisional, expedient teaching, Buddhism will

say of course they will both answer this question in the same way.  The plus activity will say,

"You know, I have a home, I have an origin.  I have a source and I departed from that source and

I came to meet you here,” and minus will say the same thing.  In fact, in reality of course, the
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functions of plus and minus don’t have a conversation like this because in the original condition,

plus and minus are simple, pure activities.  They have no selves.  You folks, on the other do have

selves!  You who are trying to study Zen are from the point of view of having an "I am" and so

you must find a way of contemplating plus and minus having this conversation and asking each

other, "Where have you come from?"  

I know I tell the same story over and over again.  The problem is that the listeners aren’t

always the same, and in this case we have two or three people who have come all the way from

Europe, and I don’t know if they have heard all of the different parts of the story so I simply

have to tell the whole thing all over again.  

So, according to Tathagata Zen at least as one way of teaching about it, we say that the

two functions have met each other.  They are now directly facing each other and then they break

through each and they experience the world of the other.  And when I spoke previously about

both functions sacrificing, giving one drop of their blood, this is when they do that, when they

break through each other is when they give that one drop of blood each.  They break through

each other and then plus arrives at the very source of minus and simultaneously minus arrives at

the very source of plus.  

Here is the question, plus and minus have arrived at the very origin of the other, but what

do you think happens next, do they stop at the origin of the other?  Plus has arrived at the origin

of minus and what do you think?  Does that mean that plus has totally experienced minus and

like  wise minus having arrived  at  the  origin  of  plus,  does  that  mean that  minus  has  totally

experienced plus?  We caution you here, and say, "Don’t make a mistake.  Don’t think that when

plus has arrived at the origin of minus that he has completely manifested his total activity.  And

don’t think that minus when she has arrived at the origin of plus has totally experienced his

complete experience.  I tell you the same thing over and over but why don’t you try to give me

even a speck of your understanding of it!?  America is a so called developed country, with a very

highly  developed educational system, but I wonder what you have all been studying?  You must

have been studying something very different from Buddhism, very different from  Shukyo.   I

started saying very different from religion but in fact Buddhism isn’t a religion.  We say that
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Buddhism is Shukyo, which means the study of the foundation.  And whatever you have been

studying,  you  haven’t  been  studying  the  foundation.   The  word  Shukyo,  which  is  usually

translated as “religion” does not in fact mean religion.  So it’s difficult  to translate this part,

because it is usually translated as religion, but it isn’t religion so we have to make a different

definition for it.  The word Shukyo really means the study of the foundation of the nature of the

self and the nature of this world.  To study Shukyo is to  form the essential way you see the self

and the essential  way you see the world.  In Buddhism, the principle behind the way to see

human life, the way to see your self and the principle behind how we see the world is the same

principle.  So wouldn’t this be one comprehensive philosophy?  Buddhism however is a little

different  than  that.   Shukyo,  which  is  in  fact  synonymous with Buddhism, the  study of  the

foundation of our way of being, has its philosophical aspect, but it goes further than that.  It goes

beyond philosophy.  It goes beyond to the point where you are no longer taking your philosophy

as an object.  It goes to the point where you have become free from your philosophy.  This is a

very difficult teaching because we say that true shukyo is to be free from the teachings of shukyo

-- to be free from the teachings themselves.  True Buddhism is to be free from Buddhism.  It’s a

big problem these days because even Buddhist scholars are confusing these two words, religion

and shukyo and saying that Buddhism is a religion and therefore real shukyo, real Buddhism

becomes more and more muddled.  

Whether  it  is  Buddhism or  religion  in fact  it  is  important  to be free,  and Buddhism

teaches about itself and says, "We Buddhists must become free of Buddhism", but what about

religion?  It would be good if religious people also could say, "We must become free from our

religions,” but in fact so many religious people get tied up by their own religion and of course

they end up conflicting and warring against each other.  This is important.  That is why I got on

this sidetrack for a little while.  

Plus and minus have arrived at the origin of the other and they don’t stop there;

they never fixate.  They both are activities always and so now, they both simultaneously do an

about face.  They turn around and now they are looking back upon their own pasts.  According to

Buddhism although this is difficult we have to find a way to understand this activity of turning
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around and looking at the self, looking at the way of being of the self, to be looking at the past.

On the other hand, when plus and minus first met each and then they break through that meeting,

this is going into a world that they had not yet experienced.  And therefore, this is called facing

the future, looking at the future.  

Some people say that the future is eternal.  But Buddhism doesn’t say idiotic stuff like

that.  For the plus activity we can say that the origin of minus is the future, and conversely, for

the minus activity in this case it is the origin of plus that is the future.  The sort of people who

say that the future is eternal, also tend to say that the past is eternal but Buddhism doesn’t say

anything like that.  The reason why the teaching of Buddhism comes to the conclusion that the

future is not eternal is because without fail, plus will arrive at the origin of minus and minus will

arrive at the origin of plus.  That means, plus and minus have both reached, have both attained

their respective future.  Therefore their futures have been reached.  You cannot really understand

what it means to reach the future; what it means that the future is not eternal until you have

experienced plus and minus arriving at each others origins for yourself.  If your are married and

living in a loving coupled relationship you should be able to understand what I am talking about

right away, no problem.  

The problem is you hear talks like this and then you imitate them but you always mess it

up.  You always mistake hear and there, or somewhere, so be very careful.  Try to grasp correctly

what I am trying to teach you.  

The time is slipping through my fingers again, but this part is so important  that I really

have to take a lot of time to talk about it so that you don’t misunderstand it.  

Plus and minus broke through each other and are now at the origin of the other and in this

case, that which has been manifest in between the origins of plus and minus is what people

normally think of as space.  When plus and minus have both arrived at the origin of the other that

is when they have arrived at their respective futures because the origin of minus is the future for

plus and the origin of plus is the future for minus.  And that is when space, distance has manifest,

but how do you understand distance?  How do you recognize space?  

(The translator is struggling so how can I expect other people to understand?)
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  So when plus arrives at the origin of minus then distance has vanished.  And when

minus arrives at the origin of plus, isn’t it true that distance is gone!  Where did the distance go?

If you can’t understand this then your Zen practice will go all to heck!  

The one who started Buddhism, the enlightened one, taught that when plus and minus

arrive at the other’s origin, they don’t stop there.  They must continue to act in order to return to

their own origins  There might be some guys who are real jerks and they think, "Ah, now I have

reached the origin of the woman, I think I will just stay here at the origin of woman forever.”

And maybe there are some women who are equally idiotic that having arrived at the origin of

man think, "Ah, this is really great, I think I will just stay here forever."  But Buddhism says that

you have to be a real idiot to think in that way because how could any man really think that he

could reside forever at the origin of woman and how could any woman really think that she

could reside eternally at the origin of man?  That’s just a fantasy.  Therefore Buddhism teaches

that  without fail  the activities  of man and woman will  turn around and  return to their  own

sources.  

We have a five day general Sesshin this time and so I would like to take this opportunity

to really settle down and talk carefully about this principle but I will stop here for today.

終

The End
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